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Nearly 2,500 people have died and more than 2,400 are injured in Morocco, according to the 
latest figures, 3 days after the terrible 6.8 magnitude earthquake which struck the country. Its 
epicenter was in the southwest of the tourist city of Marrakesh. Many villages have been 
completely destroyed and now it's a race against time to try to find survivors under the rubble. 
 
Morocco accepted the help offered by 4 countries: Great Britain, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates 
and Spain. They each sent rescue teams on site. For now, France has not been contacted. In the 
meantime, many non-profits have launched a collection of donations to help the victims. 
 
In the rest of the news: In Marseille, a woman is currently brain dead after being injured during 
a shooting last night. She was hit in the head by a stray bullet during the attack on a deal point. 
In the district of Saint-Thys in the 10th arrondissement of the city. The perpetrators of the 
shootings have not yet been found. 
 
One week after the start of the school year there is a shortage of one teacher in almost half of all 
secondary schools in France. This was communicated today by the SNES FSU and contradicts the 
commitments of the Minister of Education Gabriel Attal, who had affirmed that there would be 
a teacher in front of each student. More than 500 establishments were scrutinized by the 
teachers' union. And in the end, it's the academy of Créteil which is the most affected. 
 
3 weeks after the start of the controversy, Luis Rubiales announces his resignation. The president 
of the Spanish soccer federation will leave his post. He was suspended by the FIFA after his forced 
kiss on a Spanish player at the final of the Women's World Cup. The Spanish prosecutor's office 
also requested his indictment for sexual assault. 
 
And then Laurent Blanc is no longer the coach of the OL. The club announced this evening that 
the two parties have reached an agreement to put an end to their collaboration. We do not yet 
know the name of his replacement. Laurent Blanc is paying for the poor results of the Olympique 
Lyonnais, currently last in Premier League. 


